Year 9

Spring Term 2
21st Feb

28th Feb

7th March

14th March

21st March

28th March

Alebrijes project: Learning about colour theory and how to apply this to their own painting in lessons.
Art

Homework
Research & Fact File on the artist MC
Escher

A copy of one of MC Escher's animals

Knowledge Quiz

Economics - foundational economic concepts of how scarce resources are allocated.
Business Studies

Homework
Complete sectors of industry worksheet

Research 3 countries using OEC World - What do they
specialise in? Where do they export their specialised
good or services to?

Revision for Economics MCQ

Dance appreciation: Ghost dances
Dance

Homework
Analysing costume

Six-mark question

Ghost dances quiz

Exploration of the play Blood Brothers. Students will explore an extract from the play and will develop their characterisation skills in order to
interpret their role.
Drama

Homework
Mickey/Eddie diary entry

Line Learning

Performance evaluation

Poetry
Homework

English
Poetic terms

Introduction to
Poetry

Charge of the light
brigade

Colours of the wind Pocahontas

Animal Welfare, the Science of gelatinisation, reduce, reuse and recycle.
Food

Legal Alien

Practical: pancakes, macaroni cheese, apple
traybake.

Homework
Waste food and packaging - questions

Hydration

Remember and revisit The Eatwell Guide

Foods and Festivals: to describe what you eat and drink and give opinions. To describe main festivals in France.
Homework

French
Grammar worksheet and Vocabulary quiz

SENECA Customs and Festivals

Paragraph on a describing your favourite
celebration.

The Living World - ecosystems followed by tropical rainforests.
Homework

Geography
Small scale ecosystem case study

Design a rainforest animal

Practice exam question

Digital Heroes and Villains
Homework
Graphics
Look up and discuss what you like about a
digital artist work from a list.

Watch 5 directed tutorials and practice drawing heads
using the Loomis method.

After feedback - follow the tutorials again to
create improved drawings of a character
using the Loomis method.

What was the significance of World War Two?
Homework

History
Listen to, and summarise, a podcast about
Indian soldiers who fought at Dunkirk.

An article from an academic Historian on Operation
Barbarossa and reading comprehension questions.

Scholarship work on female Spitfire Pilots.

Programming: Python Fundamentals - Farmbot
This is an online programming course that students will complete both in lessons and at home.
IT/Computing

Homework
Stage 2 Quiz

Maths Higher

Stage 4 Quiz

Stage 6 Challenge

Algebra 2: topics to be covered include the equation of a straight line (including parallel & perpendicular lines), linear inequalities and quadratic
equations.
Geometry 2: topics to be covered include trigonometry on non-right angled triangles, exact trigonometric ratios and a review of Geometry 1.
Homework
Consolidation work, quizzes and mathswatch assignments.
Algebra 2: topics to be covered include the equation of a straight line, linear inequalities and plotting linear graphs.
Geometry 2: topics to be covered include transformations, arcs and sectors of circles and trigonometric ratios.
Maths Crossover

Homework
Consolidation work, quizzes and mathswatch assignments
Algebra 2: topics to be covered include solving linear equations, plotting linear graphs and a review of Algebra 1.
Geometry 2: topics to be taught include transformations and Pythagoras' theorem.

Maths Foundation

Homework
Consolidation work, quizzes and mathswatch assignments

Samba and Carnival Music: Brazil's traditional party music: Samba. Learning different techniques for playing the percussion instruments and
focusing on the vocabulary used to describe the complicated rhythms that are used.
Homework

Music
Notes on the clefs revision.

PE

Semiquavers and rests worksheet.

Ties and dotted notes.

Volleyball, Rugby, Weights, Fitness
Designing using CAD to create a slot monster.
Homework

Product Design
Card modelling for slot monster.

PSHCE

Year 10 options
What is a career?

Top trumps research.

Challenging stereotypes

Networks of support

CAD practice.

Decision making

Post 16 options

Buddhism Practices
Homework

RE/Phil
Write a guide to meditation.

Create your own Mandala.

Kindness project.

B1 Cell structure and transport
P3 Energy resources

Science

Homework
Seneca:
Mastering
Memory

WhySci

Seneca: Consolidation

Teacher assessed task

Seneca:
Mastering Memory

WhySci

Where I live: describing a room of the house and type of houses. Learning present tense of SER/ESTAR and regular verbs.
Homework

Spanish
Worksheet with house vocabulary and
present tense of SER and ESTAR.

SENECA My House.

Vocabulary quiz.

Pyjama Shorts project : Developing skills and understanding in garment technology including pattern terminology and use, construction techniques,
industrial practice and quality control.
Textiles

Homework
Product research assignment

Pattern terminology assessment

Understanding Computer Aided
Manufacturing

